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Abstract— The research described in this paper addresses
the problem of automatic execution of a robotic task. The
objective is to develop a control methodology that can be used
to give autonomy to a robotic device during the execution of a
specific task. In particular we focus on the application domain
of robotic surgery and we want to explore the possibility of
adding autonomous capability to the robotic device performing
the surgery, to be of help to the surgeon. In this context, by
”task” we mean a small sequence of coded surgical gestures,
that is well described in the medical literature and that can,
potentially, be described in algorithmic form. We first model
the task with a suitable Hybrid System, then we compute the
nominal controls by minimizing various performance indices,
and finally we define a quality measure to provide feedback
during real time execution. We model a complex task with a
hybrid automaton, whose elementary states represent distinct
actions in the task, and we account for uncertainty with appro-
priate state transitions. The desired behavior is represented by
the optimal trajectory computed off-line, whereas the on-line
compensation aims at zeroing trajectory errors and the cost of
the jumps between states. We conclude the paper with some
simulation and experimental results proving the feasibility of
this approach.

I. INTRODUCTION

Due to the complex and diverse nature of a generic surgical
task, the use of a single control law for the whole task is not
feasible. Therefore, we propose to use an approach based
on Hybrid System theory, whereby a task is modeled as a
sequence of states each endowed with its own controller.

The work described in this paper addresses the problem
of controlling such a hybrid system. Our model for control
computation is the hybrid automaton. A hybrid automaton
is a state machine with transitions between states that are
governed by discrete logic decision.

The properties of a control algorithm are stated in terms
of satisfying stability. However, in our case stability analysis
is not enough to ensure either good performance or task
termination. Our purpose is then also to determine a set of
parameters that can be used to determine the performance of
the control system and whether or not the task is likely to
terminate. The main difficulty of proposing a new control
method for an application such as robotic surgery, is to
ensure complete and total safety of the procedure. This
implies the need to address a number of aspects, which, in
a less demanding application, may be overlooked in a first
development. In fact, this work will deal with uncertain and
variable environments, as represented by the different patient
anatomies, with the true complexity of a surgical operation,
without imposing unrealistic simplifications. The work will

also deal with the presence and the interaction of humans
to provide input to the system, and with the difficulties of
implementing the results.

In the following we will present an overview on au-
tonomous task execution using a Hybrid System represen-
tation in Section II. In Section III, Hybrid Optimal Control
of the Hybrid system is introduced. Optimum Task Control
and its mathematical background is presented in Section IV.
In Section V we present the formulation of the problem
addressed in this work and in Section VI we discuss the
algorithm used in the nominal trajectory computation. In
Sections VII and VIII respectively some simulation and
experimental results are presented, and Section IX concludes
the paper with some consideration on the results presented.

II. AUTONOMOUS TASK EXECUTION

Hybrid Systems are starting to be used in the represen-
tation, validation and execution of complex tasks. Hybrid
systems permit to encode the structure of a complex task
with an appropriate sequence of continuous and discrete
states; maintain the hierarchical structure of the standard
robotic control architecture by encapsulating the continuous
variables in the hybrid states; and analyses and test the
overall system performance by using formal tools derived
from Computer Science and Automatic Control.

In the literature, automatic execution of robotic tasks is
mainly studied for mobile mobile robots. In [1] the task
to be carried out by the robot is well defined and various
phases of the task are controlled by the underlying hybrid
system monitor. In [2], [3] a hybrid automaton is used to
model the cooperation of multiple mobile robots to perform
a coordinated manipulation.

Autonomous capability in manipulation are described in
the integration of vision, grasp planning and execution [4].

Another area of application of Hybrid System theory, and
of great potential impact, is the control of the navigation
and interaction of autonomous vehicles. An example is [5],
in which the focus is on intelligent multi agent systems
that eventually will replace centralized control systems, as in
the case of air traffic management, or will enhance human
resources, as in the case of automatic vehicle control. The
Hybrid System framework is ideally suited for autonomous,
or semi-autonomous, agent control. In fact, at the continuous
level, each agent chooses its own optimal strategy, while
discrete coordination is used to solve conflicts.
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This brief summary shows that Hybrid System are starting
to be used to control complex tasks. However the equivalent
feedback signal forcing the task to its completion is not fully
specified. In Section V we show that a distance between a
nominal trajectory and the actual execution can be used for
this purpose.

III. HYBRID OPTIMAL CONTROL

In the context of Hybrid Systems, the computation of the
optimal solution involves the selection of a path among the
possible states of the hybrid system and the computation of
the optimal times to jump from one state to the next.

Controlling the switching times, when possible, and choos-
ing among several possible states, whenever such choices are
available, gives rise to a rich class of optimal control prob-
lems. This has motivated efforts to extend classical optimal
control principles [6] and to apply dynamic programming
techniques [7], [8].

The solutions of the Hybrid Optimal Control Problem
(HOCP) are deterministic open-loop trajectories.

The numerical solution of closed-loop hybrid feedback
control problems, however, is at even a much earlier stage
and the primarily finite-element based solution strategies that
have been presented for their solution [8] cannot readily
handle nonlinear systems of more than three dimensions
due to the well-known curse of dimensionality. However, the
approach is not applicable to our class of HOCPs with non-
linear dynamics equations subject to nonlinear constraints.
For these reasons we adapt Pontryagin’s Maximum Principle
to the specific requirements of Hybrid Systems as discussed
in the next Section.

IV. OPTIMAL TASK CONTROL

In this Section we present the approach we propose to
control the autonomous execution of a complex task. The
task that we consider is a puncturing task, using the model
shown in Figure 1. This task, although simple, has the

contact

stoppositioning

F=0F>0

Fig. 1. State transition diagram.

characteristics of a complex task, since it requires different
control modes and involves various logical conditions. To
guarantee the correct task execution we define as a global
error the difference between a nominal trajectory and the
value of the trajectory at run time. The nominal trajectory
of the state variables is computed off-line using optimization
techniques. At execution time, uncertainties are compensated
by a regulator customized for each subtask that eliminates
the error on the continuous states and on the jump conditions.
Roughly speaking, the computation of the nominal trajectory
is an instance of optimal control problem, i.e. to drive the

system to a desirable state while minimizing a cost function
that depends on the path followed. It typically involves a
terminal cost (depending on the terminal state), an integral
cost accumulated along continuous evolution, and a series
of jump cost associated with discrete transitions. This is
a classical problem for continuous systems, extended more
recently to discrete systems [9], and to a class of hybrid
systems with simple continuous dynamics. The approach has
been extended to general hybrid systems using a dynamic
programming formulation [6], and a variational formulation,
extending Pontryagin Maximum Principle [10].

We first focalize our attention on the control problem
and the optimization techniques for determining the nominal
control u(t).

We consider the problem of selecting a continuously
differentiable function x : [t0, tf] → � to minimize the cost
function

J(x) =

∫tf

t0

φ[x(t), ẋ(t), t]dt (1)

with respect to the set of real-valued, continuously differ-
entiable functions u on the interval [t0, tf]. Such functions
are referred to as admissible trajectories. Throughout this
Section, we assume that φ is continuous in x, ẋ, and t and
has continuous partial derivatives with respect to x and ẋ.

A. State Nominal Trajectory

The computation of the nominal trajectory can be for-
mulated mathematically as an optimization problem in the
following way. Find the control u(t) ∈ U in t0 ≤ t≤ tf that
minimizes the performance index J:

J = θ[x(tf), tf]+

∫tf

t0

φ[x(t),u(t), t]dt (2)

subject to:

• kinematic constraints:

initial manifold: Γ [x(t0), t0] = 0 (3)

terminal manifold: Ω[x(tf), tf] = 0 (4)

• dynamic constraints:

systems dynamics: ẋ = f[x(t),u(t), t] (5)

admissible controls: u(t) ∈ �, t ∈ [t0, tf],� ⊂ �m

g[u, t] ≥ 0 (6)

state constraints: x(t) ∈ X, t ∈ [t0, tf],X ⊂ �n

h[x(t), t] ≥ 0 (7)

In the context of hybrid systems the initial and terminal
manifolds represent the boundaries of the states on which
the system must perform a jump. Clearly in the optimal case
the cost of the jump is zero as normally assumed in the
literature of HOCP, however this is not the case during the
execution and the cost of jumps must be accounted for in the
performance index. We consider the problem of determining
an admissible control function u in order to minimize the cri-
terion function of (2) subject to these constraints where each
component of h is assumed to be continuously differentiable
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in state space. We assume also that the terminal manifold
equation is a function of terminal time, and the terminal time
is unspecified. The initial time and the initial state vector are
specified. Therefore the problem becomes one of minimizing
the cost function (2) for the system described by (5) with
x(t0) = x0 where, at the unspecified terminal time t = tf,
the terminal manifold equation (4) and the control and state
constraints are satisfied.

We may convert this inequality constraint (6), where g :
�m+1 → �r, into an equality constraint by writing for each
component of g

yi
2 = gi[u(t), t] i = 1,2, ...., r (8)

We adjoin, via Lagrange multipliers, constraints (4), (5),
which are embedded in the Hamiltonian, and (8) to the cost
function (2) to obtain

J = θ[x(tf), tf]+νTΩ[x(tf), tf]+∫tf

t0

{H [x(t),u(t),λ(t), t)]−

λT (t)ẋ−γT (t){g[u(t), t]−y2}}dt (9)

where H is the Hamiltonian defined as

H [x(t),u(t),λ(t), t)] = φ[x(t),u(t), t]+λT f[x(t),u(t), t]
(10)

There are several methods whereby we may convert the
inequality constraint represented by the s−vector equation
(7) to an equality constraint. We choose to define a new
variable xn+1 by

ẋn+1 =

[h1(x, t)]2H(h1)+ [h2(x, t)]2H(h2)+ · · ·
· · ·+[hs(x, t)]2H(hs) (11)

where H[hs(x, t)] is a modified Heaviside step.
We now apply the Euler-Lagrange equations to the cost

function (9) in order to obtain the necessary conditions for
a minimum, due to McShane [11] and Pontryagin [12], and
others. It is thus convenient to define a scalar function Φ,
the Lagrangian for no inequality state constraint, as

Φ[x(t), ẋ(t),u(t),λ(t),γ(t),y(t), t] =

H [x(t),u(t),λ(t), t)]−λT (t)ẋ−γT (t){g[u(t), t]−y2} (12)

From (12) it follows that the Lagrangian for the problem at
hand is

Φ̃ = Φ+λn+1[fn+1 − ẋn+1] (13)

We write the Euler-Lagrange equations as

d

dt

∂Φ

∂ẋ
−

∂Φ

∂x
−

∂fn+1

∂x
λn+1 = 0

d

dt

∂Φ

∂u
= 0

d

dt

∂Φ

∂y
= 0

(14)

We call each piecewise continuously differentiable solution
of the Euler-Lagrange equations (14) extremal trajectory
of the associated variational problem. The transversality
conditions for this problem are

Ω[x(tf), tf] = 0

x(t0) = x0

∂θ

∂tf
+

∂ΩT

∂tf
ν+H = 0 fort = tf

∂θ

∂x
+

∂ΩT

∂x
ν−λ = 0 fort = tf

xn+1(t0) = xn+1(tf) = 0 (15)

The optimization problem given by equations (14)
and (15) is essentially a Multi Point Boundary Value Prob-
lem, since its solution must satisfy the terminal manifold
Ω, the state and co-state constraints. The optimal solution
u∗

i(t) for the i-subtask is reached when the above necessary
conditions of optimality, derived from Pontryagin’s Maxi-
mum Principle, are satisfied. We compute the global optimal
solution, i.e. nominal trajectory of the complete task

u∗(t) =

n∑
i=1

N∑
t=0

u∗
i(t)

The optimality of the u∗ is assured by null jump cost θi

for all i. These conditions (15) can be used to check the
i optimal solution because we know for each subtask i the
terminal configuration manifold Ω.

In particular, they must be satisfied by the trajectory
computed by the numerical method. It will be shown in
Section VI, that a steepest descent algorithm computes a
solution satisfying the necessary conditions and, therefore,
converges to a target behavior.

V. PROBLEM FORMULATION

The control problem is cast in a form compatible with Pon-
tryagin’s Principle with state-dependent control constraints.
We consider the case where the terminal manifold equation
is a function of the terminal time, and the terminal time is
unspecified. The optimal control is computed minimizing the
cost of a performance index function of the continuous state
and of the jumps necessary to reach the subsequent state in
the optimal configuration respect to the subtask. We iterate
this concept for each subtask. By collecting the nominal
trajectories computed for each state, we obtain the optimal
control law for the complete task.

Remark 5.1: The continuous evolution is assured by the
kinematic constraints, i.e. the configuration at time tf be-
longs to the intersection of the terminal configuration man-
ifold Ω[x(tf)] of state i − 1 and the initial configuration
manifold Γ [x(t0)] of state i.

We use the variational approach where the terminal time is
not fixed and where the control and state vectors are smooth
functions.

Remark 5.2: Among state constraints we include Lya-
punov functions which ensure that state trajectories are
smooth and the stability of the system.
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From a practical point of view, we are given a system with
known relation between states and control input, and we
desire to find the control which changes the state x so as
to accomplish some desirable objective.

Since our problem is to find an optimal controller for
hybrid system, modeled with hybrid automaton, we use
the cost function (9), to calculate the optimal control for
a continuous state and the following jump computation to
minimize the cost of the jump.

Definition 5.1: We define the cost of the jump as the
distance between the initial position on manifold Γ [x(t0)]
of the state i and the final position of terminal manifold
Ω[x(tf)] of the state i − 1. We instantiate the function
θ[x(tf), tf] as such distance function.

Remark 5.3: θ is an indicator of successful completion of
the task: the bigger θ the lower the probability to complete
the task.

We define:
Definition 5.2: Safety in a task execution is the property

of completing the task without uncontrolled behaviors.
Thus we can state the following:

Remark 5.4: The distance θ is inversely proportional to
the safety of the complete system execution.

For our problem the function θ[x(tf), tf] is the distance
between two points on the same manifold because we assume
that:

Remark 5.5: The final configuration manifold Ω[x(tf)] of
state i−1 and the initial configuration manifold Γ [x(t0)] of
state i intersect at tf = t0. The final point of the trajectory
of the state i−1 and the initial point of the trajectory of the
state i are on this manifold.

For curved or more complicated surfaces, the metric used
to compute the distance between two points is an integration.
With distance we mean the shortest distance between two
points, the geodesic. The geodesics in a space depend on the
Riemannian metric, which affects the notions of distance and
acceleration, see [13].

Definition 5.3: Let δ(s) be a smooth curve on a manifold
M from a to b with δ(0) = a and δ(1) = b. Then δ′(s) ∈
Tδ(s) where Ta is the tangent space of M at a. The curve
length of δ with respect to the Riemannian structure is given
by

∫1
0 | δ′(s) |δ(s)dt and the distance d(a,b) between a and

b is the shortest distance between a and b given by

d(a,b) = inf
δ:a→b

∫1

0

| δ′(s) |δ(s)dt (16)

Thus, we can describe the θ function as a geodesic, where
M [x(tf)] = 0 is the manifold representing a subset of the
configuration space, considering 5.5. Following Eq. (16), we
can write

θ[x(tf)] = inf
δ:a→b

∫1

0

| δ′(s) |δ(s)dt (17)

where

δ =| Γi[x(t0)]−Ωi−1[x(tf)] | with tf = t0 (18)

VI. THE ALGORITHM

The procedure used to solve the multi-point boundary-
value problem transforms the variational problem into a
minimization problem with constraints and minimizes a
functional. The output of the minimization is the control law.

The mathematical background of this problem is well
defined but very few implementation results are present in
the literature for such kind of minimization, where we do
not have an objective function to minimize, neither we are
checking for optimal parameters of this function but we
compute a functional. We adapt Brayson’s algorithm [14] to
our problem formulation. The algorithm gives the possibility
to choose between a fixed time with interval 0 < t < T and
open final time, where t is variable. In the second case the
optimization algorithm returns an optimal control law, with
0 < t < T where T is determined from the problem constrains.
We resolve a dynamic optimization problem with open final
time, with state and control constraints. The inequality in
the state and control constrains are added to the problem
as shown in Equations (19), (20) and (21). Consider an
optimization problem with only one control variable u(t),
where u is bounded between umin and umax. We first
introduce a change of control variables from u to u1 where

u =
(umax +umin)

2
+u1

(umax −umin)

2
(19)

Using the new control variable u1, we have

−1 ≤ u1 ≤ 1 (20)

To handle this constraint, we next introduce a slack control
variable u2 where

u1 = cos(u2) (21)

Numerical solutions using u2 as control are then rela-
tively straightforward using the gradient projection algorithm
seqopt. However, if the exact solution contains abrupt
switches from u1 = 1 to u1 = −1 or vice-versa, the solution
using u2 will have rapid but not abrupt changes, so it
is an approximate solution. By increasing the number of
integration steps, one can come as close as desired to the
exact solution. If the inequality constraint involves only the
state variables, we have to introduce one or more slack state
variables as well as a slack control variable.

VII. NOMINAL TRAJECTORY COMPUTATION

In this Section we study a simple robotic task, whose
hybrid model is shown in Figure 1. This diagram represents
a simplified surgical action, i.e. the initial steps of a suture.

The first state represents the subtask of positioning the
end effector of the manipulator in contact with a compliant
surface; in the second state an elastic force is opposing the
tool tip until the force applied by robot breaks the surface.
At the breaking point there is a transition to the third state
in which the end effector of the manipulator moves through
the surface and stops as soon as possible. For the sake of
simplicity, we consider a 1-DOF manipulator in order to have
simple dynamics and simplified constraints. Given the cost
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function (2) and the dynamic and kinematic constraint, we
instantiate them for each state in the automaton. In the first
positioning state we want to minimize the dissipated energy,
i.e. φ[u(t)] = u2 while satisfying system dynamics, i.e. for
the 1DOF manipulator:

ẋ1 = x2

ẋ2 =
τ1

ml1
l1

2 + Il1

(22)

The control bounds are due to the standard range of joint
torque, i.e. −10Nm < u < 10Nm. The state constraints take
into account system stability. In the more general case when
an infinite number of switchings occurs, we add as state
constraint a non-increasing Lyapunov function. Since in our
system we force the jumps fixing the position of the jump
occurrence, we have a finite number of switches and we
assure the convergence with a restriction on the state of the
”stop” subtask. Thus, only in the last subtask computation we
take into account state constraints for stability purpose. The
jump position is related to the system considered, time and
amplitude are dependent from the optimal control problem,
i.e. small amplitude and time correspond to small distance
of the nominal trajectory to the real one.

The kinematic constraints are related to the terminal
manifold, since the initial manifold is given. In the first state
we have

x2(tf) = 0

x1(tf) = c (23)

where c is the desired initial position for the contact state,
that should be the final position of the first state. Figure 2.a
shows the results of the computation algorithm. In the
position plot is shown that a predefined position is reached
smoothly, i.e. without spending too much effort. The velocity
profile shows that the manipulator starts and arrives at the
target with zero velocity. The control, third plot, changes
direction in correspondence of the point where the velocity
starts to decrease. In the second state we consider φ[u(t)] =
u2 and the constraints due to the interaction with a compliant
surface. The computation takes into account the external
force applied by the membrane (F). The dynamics of the
system is

ẋ1 = x2

ẋ2 =
τ1 −F

ml1
l1

2 + Il1

(24)

We bound the velocity, Eq. (25), in order to have a smoother
behavior during the contact and a better performance in the
following stop state.

x2(t) < vmax

x2(t) > vmin (25)

The results of the simulation are shown in Figure 2.b. It
is possible to recognize the breaking point (final point in
the plot) where the force F is zero. In this subtask, position,
control and velocity profile increase according to the subtask
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Fig. 2. (a) Positioning subtask: position, velocity and control function. (b)
Contact subtask: position, velocity and control function. (c) Stop subtask.

behavior, i.e. the manipulator does not stop at the end of
this subtask. In the third state we consider a different cost
function because we want to minimize the time to stop after
the membrane breaking, i.e. we use φ = 1. The kinematic
constraint is x2(tf) = 0 because the desired behavior for this
subtask is to arrive at tf with zero velocity satisfying system
dynamics (22) and the stability constraint (27). We impose
the convergence of the Lyapunov function, representing the
energy of the system, (26) to the equilibrium point, i.e. zero.

V(x) =
1

2
x2

2 +(1+mcosx1) (26)

u ≤ msinx1 (27)

where m is a multiplicative factor. The results are shown in
Figure 2.c. The position increases, the velocity instead is still
influenced by conditions of the end of the previous state, and
it shows an initial increase, after which it goes to zero. The
control decreases from the initial time of the subtask, as we
expect. In the final part of the state the velocity is controlled
so it starts to decrease still maintaining a negative value.

VIII. EXPERIMENTS

To carry out the experiments we use a PUMA 560
manipulator As a dynamical model for the optimization
we use a model obtained with identification techniques,
instead of considering the complete manipulator dynamics.
The identification makes the simulation very near to the real
system results. The control input is the torque τ applied by
the motor, and the measured output is the angular position
on the manipulator.

After the calculation of the off-line nominal trajectory is
performed, on-line feedback must be used to correct the
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error due to environment and model uncertainties and to
guarantee the completion of the task. Figure 3 shows how
the automaton of the puncturing task is modified to take into
account the on-line execution. The feedback represented by

contact

stoppositioning

F=0F>0

Fig. 3. Model of the task with feedback.

a loop in each state, correct the error respect to the nominal
trajectory, i.e. the distance θ between manifolds Ω ′ and
target Ω is zeroing. In this case each hybrid state has an
optimal target coming from the optimization and a different
kind of feedback control parameters is set up consequently.
A velocity control is developed for the the positioning and
stop states, and a force control is used in the contact state.

Thus the results (shown in Figure 4) verify the feasibility
of this approach to the autonomous execution of a puncturing
task.
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Fig. 4. Experiment data for autonomous membrane puncturing.

IX. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In the work described in this paper we represent a task
as the deterministic action sequence of a hybrid automaton,
and the computation of the optimal trajectory accounts for a
single switch at each jump condition. Hence, the computation
of the nominal trajectory can consider the discrete part of
the hybrid system as constraints for the continuous optimal
trajectory computation. These choices are motivated by the
strict structure of the task that we are studying, but the
theoretical framework proposed has a general validity and
it will part of our future work to extend it to tasks with an
uncertain structure.

The general approach to Hybrid Optimal Control Problem
computes the optimal solution by making the best choice
among the many switching possibilities at each state jump.
In the problem studied here, we use a priori knowledge in
the switching selection and our main concerns are good

performance within each subtask and safety of the com-
plete execution. These concerns are transformed into the
constraints of the off-line optimization used to compute
the nominal trajectory of the desired task. During on-line
execution, task feedback is represented by the distance θ,
between nominal and current performance. If we define ”task
safety” during execution as the property of the task to be
completed without uncontrolled behaviors, then the distance
θ, between nominal and actual trajectories represents the
safety of the complete task execution.

With the approach proposed in this paper we have shown
in simulation and with experiments that a complex task
execution can be completed autonomously, is safe, with good
performance and efficient. In the method presented here, a
priory knowledge plays a big role, since it defines the hybrid
automaton structure and the jump sequences, but this is not
a restriction to the solution of more general problems. In
fact, we transformed the hybrid optimal control problem
into an optimal control problem and we used the hybrid
system models only as a solution strategy to autonomous
task execution.
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